Directions from Your Location to the Imaging Services Check-in Waiting Room (3206):  

From the parking garage entrance on level 1 or ground floor, follow the signs to the purple elevators. Take the purple elevators to level 3. When you exit the elevator, turn right. Take another immediate right. You will pass a set of service elevators on your right. After you pass the service elevators, turn right. Follow the long hallway until you reach the first hallway intersection. The imaging services check-in waiting room will be in front of you.
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Directions from the Imaging Services Check-in Waiting Room

Directions from Your Location to the Parking Garage:
From the Imaging Services Check-in Waiting Room (3206) on level 3, walk straight ahead. Follow the hallway until you see the purple elevators on your left. Take the purple elevators to level 1 or ground floor. Look for the red pay station. Insert your parking ticket into the pay station. If on level 1, proceed across the walkway onto level D of the parking garage. If on ground floor, go across the street to level B of the parking garage.

Directions from Your Location to the Cafeteria:
From the Imaging Services Check-in Waiting Room (3206), turn right. Follow the hallway until you see the yellow elevators on your right. Take the yellow elevators to Level 2.